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`A devastating political 
detective story." 

—William Hogan, San Francisco Chronicle 

"I can't remember reading 
such an exciting-and 
illuminating-book in years." 

—William L. Shirer 

NATIONAL 
BESTSELLER 
ON PUBLICATION! 
200,000 copies 
in print 

"A remarkable book. Reading it, 
feelings of outrage long since 
numbed suddenly surge anew" 

—Doris Kearns, N.Y. Times Book Review 

"The hottest book of the spring. Its importance is 
obvious: it also reads like a gripping whodunit."—Eliot 
Fremont-Smith, New York Magazine 

"The inside story by the two Washington Post reporters 

"A brilliant success. A rambunctious account, wonder-
fully high-spirited with not one (characterization deleted). 
An admirable book in every way."—Ward Just, 
The Atlantic Monthly 
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numbed suddenly surge anew" 

—Doris Kearns, N. Y. Times Book Review 

"The hottest book of the spring. Its importance is 
obvious: it also reads like a gripping whodunit."—Eliot 
Fremont-Smith, New York Magazine 

"The inside story by the two Washington Post reporters 
who opened the biggest can of political worms in Ameri-
can history. A muckraking classic... already a part of 
American journalistic history."—John Barkham 

"Grippingly suggests how close Americans came to 
remaining blinkered from Watergate's true dimensions." 
—Time 

"The classic in the art of political reportage." 
—New York Times 

"Fascinating current history and perhaps the most 
tingly personal journalistie adventure since Stanley came 
back from Africa."—Newsweek 

"The authors tell us how we came to know as 
much as we do and how close we came to not knowing 
anything. This is the story not of Watergate, but of the 
defeat of 'all the President's men' who almost got away 
with it."—Robert Roth, The Philadelphia Bulletin 

"Reads better than an E. Howard Hunt spy 
novel." —Lew Moores, Cincinnati Post 

"Written by—and about—two people who made a 
difference. Bernstein and Woodward manage to convey 
a sense of urgent drama usually found only in fictional-
ized accounts of crusading reporters. It's an authentic 
thriller."—Dan Rather of CBS in Rolling Stone 

"A brilliant success. A rambunctious account, wonder-
fully high-spirited with not one (characterization deleted). 
An admirable book in every way."—Ward Just, 
The Atlantic Monthly 

"There haven't been many stories like Water-
gate, and Bernstein and Woodward's account of their 
role in it is a crackling good tale."—Bruce Agnew, 
Business Week 

"A delight. In the course of a gripping narrative rather 
like a good detective story, we are treated to gossipy peeks 
behind the scenes of power in Washington...Everyone 
will have his own favorite anecdote from the pages. of All 
the President's Men, one he will repeat to uninitiates at 
cocktail parties."—Ron Dorfman, Book World 

"It's a helluva read."—Clifford .A. Ridley, National 
Observer 

"Reads like a first-class whodunit...a terrifying 
revelation of the persistence and luck necessary to probe 
the veil of secrecy,. privilege and dissimulation with which 
the American presidency, and especially the Nixon admin-
istration, cloaks itself."—Jack Morgan, The Cleveland 
Press 

"I found this devastating political detective 
story even more astonishing than the 'Recorded Presi-
dential Conversations.' A political suspense story that 
would be almost impossible for a writer of fiction to con-
struct."—William Hogan, San Francisco Chronicle 
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